Deep Learning Models Filter Out Local Errors in Hydrological Data
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Highlights

1. Adding global model outputs as input to a locally trained model can improve streamflow simulation accuracy.
2. Recession flow simulation may be improved by combining global and local information.
3. Global models avoid over-fitting to local epistemic errors and improve performance relative to local models.
Abstract

This study examines streamflow simulations using deep learning (DL) to: (1) Understand why global DL models trained on multiple watersheds outperform local DL models trained on single watersheds, and (2) Improve recession flow simulation accuracy. It introduces a novel modeling strategy called global-local (GL) modeling, where outputs from the global model are added as input to a locally trained model. The hypothesis is that the GL strategy can leverage both global and watershed-specific information in the form of local errors. GL models demonstrate enhanced accuracy in recession flow prediction for multiple watersheds compared to global and local models. However, considering the entire hydrograph, GL models perform worse than global models. GL model’s performance relative to the global model depends on whether hydrological data errors are predominantly stationary or nonstationary. Local nonstationary errors significantly contribute to the global model's superior performance over locally trained process-based and DL models.

Plain language summary

This study presents a new way to generate computer simulations of streamflow by using deep learning methods. The main idea is to use a learning model to extract information from many different watersheds and to also learn unique details of each watershed. These unique details include errors in data (rainfall and streamflow) that are watershed specific. This new approach improves the accuracy of streamflow predictions during recession when there is no rainfall, but it does not work as well when we look at the entire history of streamflow in which case a model built with information from all watersheds is superior. We also found that the errors in measuring the rainfall and streamflow data have a big impact on performance of the different models. Models trained with data from many watersheds are not as affected by these errors as much as models trained with data from just one watershed. This study shows the importance of accounting for errors in the data when building computer simulations of streamflow.

1. Introduction

Several rainfall-runoff models have been used for streamflow simulation including conceptual and process-based (PB) hydrological models (Singh, 1995), statistical time series models (i.e., data-based mechanistic modeling; Beven, 2011), machine learning (ML; Govindaraju, 2000) including deep learning models (DL; Shen & Lawson, 2021). For any approach, model parameters must be calibrated to match the available data which is typically streamflow time series at the watershed outlet. Each watershed is unique with respect to details of the rainfall-runoff processes and in terms of errors in hydrological data (Beven, 2000; Beven 2020). Therefore, it is prudent to calibrate rainfall-runoff models on data available within a single watershed where predictions are required. Examples of watershed-specific errors include systematic errors in rainfall magnitude dependent upon rain gauge density (Bárdossy & Anwar, 2022) and rain gauge locations (Moličová et al., 1997), and errors in rainfall timing (Gupta et al., 2023).

Recent work (e.g., Nearing et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022) has shown that a DL model trained on data across multiple watersheds (referred to as a global model in this study) typically outperforms DL models trained on single watersheds (referred to as local models). Further, the
global DL models outperform the PB models in most watersheds (Kratzert et al., 2021). One reason that global DL models outperform the locally calibrated PB and DL models is the extra hydrological information available to the global DL models through data across different watersheds. Another reason for the improved performance may be that local, watershed-specific, nonstationary errors in hydrological data can degrade the performance of local DL and PB models (Beven, 2023) because a local DL model will fit these systematic errors while the global DL model will filter out these errors.

In the presence of local-systematic errors, one would expect that the residuals between observed and global model-predicted streamflow would have some non-random structure. In this study, we investigate whether there is any learnable structure in these residuals. To this end, we propose a simple and novel strategy that combines global and local modeling approaches to predict streamflow. The benefit of this strategy is that streamflow simulations can be more accurate than the ones simulated by a global model if there is any watershed-specific learnable (in some sense stationary) structure in the residuals.

Previous studies have focused on the prediction of entire streamflow hydrographs using ML/DL (e.g., Ma et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022). This may result in suboptimal predictions of the recession flows (Knoben et al., 2020). Therefore, this study separately models recession flows. Accurate predictions of recession flows are important for water quality and ecological purposes. Recession flow dynamics are strongly governed by the geological properties of a watershed (Bear, 2013) and watershed geometry (Troch et al., 2003). High flow periods are also impacted by factors such as antecedent moisture conditions and rainfall patterns along with watershed-scale geomorphological structure (Lee & Delleur, 1972; Rodriguez-Iturbe & Rinaldo, 1997). Therefore, due to different controls on the dynamics of the two processes, a global DL model that is accurate for high-flow predictions may not be the best model for recession-flow predictions. Typically, Nash-Sutcliff Efficiency (NSE; Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970) or a similar metric is used as the objective function to be optimized during calibration that gives higher weight to the high flows. Therefore, separate modeling of recession flows is explored in this study.

The objective of this study is to test a new DL modeling strategy to combine global and local information for streamflow simulation, that can take advantage of both the ability of a global model to generalize across variability in multiple watersheds and the potential information available in the form of local errors in the hydrological data of a watershed. The proposed DL strategy is an attempt to extract meaningful information from the residuals between observed streamflows and the global model-predicted streamflows. Specifically, this study (1) provides insight into why the global DL models perform better than the locally trained DL and PB models, and (2) explores whether the streamflow simulation performance can be improved by the global-local strategy.

2. Deep learning (DL) models

A long short-term memory (LSTM) network is used as the basic DL model as it has been shown to yield state-of-the-art performance (Nearing et al., 2021). Details of the LSTM can be found in Kratzert et al. (2021) and Goodfellow et al. (2016). For this study, it suffices that LSTM is a variant of the gated recurrent neural network (Goodfellow et al., 2016), designed to address long-memory time series problems and is suitable for streamflow simulations. A single LSTM
layer with 128 neurons was used in this study. Four types of models were trained in this study: (1) Trained using data from only the watershed where predictions are required (local model), (2) Trained using data from all the watersheds (global model), (3) A combination of global and local models where the output of a global model is appended with meteorological data and is passed through a local model (GL0 model), and (4) a combination of global and local models where the output of the global model is used as the sole input to the local model (GL1 model). The four modeling strategies are conceptually illustrated in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the symbol $X_t$ denotes the meteorological data that varies with time $t$ including precipitation, minimum and maximum temperatures, vapor pressure, and solar radiation. The symbol $S$ denotes static attributes (see Addor et al., 2017) including soil and geological properties, topographical data, and the long-term climate of a watershed. The symbol $k$ denotes the length of past meteorological data used as input to the LSTM.

Further, each of the four models was trained separately using data for both the entire hydrograph and data for recession flows only. Recession flows were defined as the flows during which rainfall was below 0.1 mm, beginning at least three days after the preceding peak streamflow. Thus, there were two global models used to predict streamflow, one for the entire streamflow hydrograph and one for recession flows. The numbers of local and GL models were twice the number of watersheds – two models for each watershed (one for recession and one for the entire hydrograph).

The value of $k$ was set to 365 days for the ‘entire hydrograph models’ and 60 days for the ‘recession flow models’. The value of $k = 60$ day was deemed sufficient for recession flows as increasing it further did not improve the performance. NSE (in the form suggested by Kratzert et al., 2019) was used as a performance metric and the objective function to be maximized during model training. The separate models for recession flow periods were trained by giving a weight of 1 to all the recession flow time steps and a weight of 0 to other time steps. The training period for all the models was 1980-1989 water years, the validation period was 1990-1994 water years, and the testing period was 2001-2013 years. Simulated daily mean streamflow is the output of each model.
Figure 1. Illustrative description of the four models. The symbols $X_{t\ldots t-k}$ and $S$ denote the meteorological data at current and past $k$ time-steps and static watershed attributes, respectively. $Q_t$ denotes the final predicted streamflow in all the models and $Q^g_{t\ldots t-k}$ denotes the streamflow predicted by global models in the two global-local (GL) models at current time-step and past $k$ time-steps.

3. Data

The Catchment Attributes and Meteorology for Large Sample Studies (CAMELS; Addor et al., 2017) dataset was used to develop different models. The CAMELS dataset contains daily timescale hydrometeorological and catchment attribute data from 671 watersheds across the USA (details of these attributes can be found in Addor et al., 2017). All the CAMELS watersheds are free of anthropogenic disturbances. In this study, 210 watersheds that were primarily driven by rainfall were used. These 210 watersheds (see Figure 4 below) cover most of the geographical regions of the USA and have different hydroclimatic conditions.

4. Comparison of model performance

Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of NSE values obtained by the four models (Figure 2a) show that global models outperformed the other three models in predicting the entire hydrograph. Local models performed the worst; the GL0 and GL1 models performed better than the local models. In most watersheds (Figure 2b), the global model outperformed, below the 1:1 line, the local models but there were a few watersheds for which the local models were better. GL0 and GL1 models performed similarly to the global model for a large number of watersheds (Figures 2c and 2d) but performed worse in several others. These results indicate that the global modeling
strategy is the best (or at least as good as other strategies) for nearly all watersheds when the model is trained for the entire hydrograph and the evaluated using NSE.

Figure 2. Entire hydrograph models. (a) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of NSE values obtained by different models. The x-axis is clipped at -0.25. (b), (c) and (d) Comparisons of NSEs obtained by the global model to the NSEs obtained by other models.

When the models were trained to predict recession flows, no clear best strategy emerged (Figure 3a). Local models performed worse than the other three models for most watersheds but even then, there were many watersheds where local models performed better than the global model (Figure 3b). However, in all cases where the local models were better, the NSE values were below 0.35. Typically, the GL models outperformed the global model for the watersheds where NSE values obtained by the global model were low (< 0.5 approximately, Figures 3a, 3c, and 3d). Conversely, the global model outperformed GL models in watersheds where the global model NSE values were high (> 0.70 approximately). We conclude that the best model for recession flow depends upon the watershed being considered. Another noteworthy point is that GL0 and GL1 models yield significant improvement over the global model in some of the watersheds. Another conclusion is that local information, as captured in GL models, is useful for recession flow simulation but not for the full hydrograph. Thus, postprocessing of the global model predicted streamflow, as is done here, is a viable strategy for recession flow predictions, depending upon the watershed being considered.
Figure 3. Recession flow models. (a) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of NSE values obtained by different models. The x-axis is clipped at -0.25. (b), (c) and (d) Comparisons of NSEs obtained by the global model to the NSEs obtained by other models.

5. Role of errors in model performance

The hydrological data incur significant errors, primarily of epistemic nature, which can be specific to individual watersheds (referred to as local errors). The errors can be either systematic or non-systematic. A local DL model will fit the local systematic errors but a global DL model will not fit these local errors since doing so will degrade the performance of the global model in other watersheds. We hypothesize that the residuals between observed and global model-predicted streamflows in a watershed reflect the effect of the local systematic errors. These errors can be either stationary, non-stationary, or a combination of both. In the non-stationary category, the errors may or may not depend on the input. Even if some errors are dependent upon the model input, available data may not be enough to learn that dependency effectively making those errors input independent.

Some examples of these errors include the underestimation of rainfall magnitude by rain gauges caused by the wind effect, which represents a stationary error. The consistent underestimation of high rainfall volumes due to low rain gauge density (Bárdossy & Anwar, 2022) represents a rainfall-dependent nonstationary error. The change in rain gauge density over time
may introduce rainfall-independent nonstationary errors. The occurrence of rare flood events during the testing period that were absent during the training period represents another type of input-independent nonstationary error.

Both the stationary errors and rainfall-dependent nonstationary errors result in residuals that have learnable structure, that is, there is information contained in the residuals that can be used to further improve the model performance. On the other hand, rainfall-independent nonstationary errors result in residuals that do not contain any learnable structure. Thus, depending upon which types of errors dominate the hydrological data fed to the DL models, the GL models would improve or worsen the streamflow simulation accuracy.

Figure 2 shows that the GL models performed worse than the global model in most of the watersheds when the entire hydrograph is considered. This means that the residual between the observed and the global model-predicted streamflow contains a nonstationary structure that cannot be learned by the local model. Therefore, we conclude that the systematic errors are predominantly nonstationary when the entire hydrograph is considered. This further implies that systematic nonstationary errors are one of the reasons that local DL models perform worse than the global model. This result highlights that any model calibrated to a single watershed will fit the local nonstationary errors and perform worse than a global model and we expect this result will also apply to PB models. This interpretation has consequences when PB models are compared to the global DL models because a global DL model may perform better not just because that they are able to extract more hydrological information from global data but also because PB models are often overfit to the local data.

Figure 3 shows that the GL models improved the performance compared to global models in many watersheds when only the recession flows were considered. This implies that a learnable structure exists in the residuals between observed and global model-predicted streamflow of these watersheds for recession flows. To further understand the utility of the GL modeling strategy for recession flows, each watershed was categorized into one of four categories based on performance relative to the global model as listed in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the locations of the categories of watersheds according to Table 1. There were several watersheds, especially in the eastern USA, that belonged to category 1 where the GL models significantly improved the performance for recession flows. Also, many watersheds belonged to category 2 where GL models degraded the performance. Therefore, we conclude that in several watersheds (category 1) the GL modeling strategy is better compared to either global or local modeling strategies as it allows the model to learn from both the hydrological information contained in the donor watersheds and the local systematic errors. A few watersheds belonged to category 3 where GL models did not result in any significant change in performance compared to the global model. These watersheds are spread across the USA. Only four watersheds belonged to category 4 where the GL strategy had mixed results in improving performance relative to the global model. Category 4 watersheds are also located in different geographical regions of the USA.

The GL modeling proved to be an effective strategy for recession flows (depending upon the watershed) but not for the entire hydrograph. This result may be due to the averaging of nonstationary rainfall errors when recession flows are considered since the nonstationarity of rainfall errors will more strongly impact the rising limb of the hydrograph than the recession flows. This may also be due to recession flows being more strongly controlled by local features of a
watershed including the structure of groundwater systems, bank storage capacity, and vegetation characteristics.

Table 1. Categorization of watersheds based on dominant error types when modeling recession flows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Effect on GL model performance compared to the performance of the global model</th>
<th>Dominant systematic error types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>At least one GL model improves the performance while the other model does not change the performance</td>
<td>Stationary and input-dependent nonstationary errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>At least one GL model worsens the performance while the other model does not change the performance</td>
<td>Unlearnable nonstationary errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No change in performance by any model</td>
<td>Neither learnable nor unlearnable errors dominate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4        | GL1 improves the performance while GL0 worsens the performance  
GL0 improves the performance while GL1 worsens the performance | Stationary and unlearnable errors  
Learnable nonstationary errors |

Figure 4. Categorization of watersheds in the CAMELS dataset based on the difference in the performance of global and GL models. See Table 1 for an explanation of the 4 categories.

6. Discussions and Conclusions

The advent of DL models allows for extraction of hydrological information from multiple watersheds to calibrate watershed-specific models. As shown in this study, different combinations of global and local information can be applied to obtain the most accurate model. Three modeling strategies were tested: local modeling, global modeling, and two combinations of global and local modeling (GL models). The best modeling strategy depended upon the watershed and the portion of the hydrograph being considered. The global modeling strategy was better than other strategies...
for most of the watersheds in predicting the entire hydrograph. When only the recession flows were considered, the global models were less dominant and GL models outperformed the global model for several watersheds. There were many watersheds where GL models and the global model performed similarly. These results echo the discussion by Beven (2023) that it is not possible to define a general best model for all purposes and all watersheds.

The idea behind using the GL models is to take advantage of the hydrologic information contained in the global dataset and the information contained in the form of the local systematic errors. The effect of the local errors will be reflected in the residuals between observed and global model-predicted streamflow. If the residuals corresponding to a watershed have a dominantly unlearnable nonstationary structure, the GL model will worsen the performance compared to the global model. It can be concluded that the systematic errors are predominantly unlearnable and nonstationary when the entire hydrograph is considered; this is why GL models do not improve performance in this case. The nonstationary effects are averaged out when only the recession flows are considered; therefore, the GL models improve the performance compared to the global model in several watersheds in this case.

This study provides an important insight into why the global models perform better than the local DL models and PB models calibrated to a single watershed. The local DL and PB models fit the systematic nonstationary errors while the global models filter out these errors. Local DL and PB models are essentially overfitting the local erroneous data whereas global models with a much larger training set can generalize over data from a broad set of watersheds. It is noted that the generalization occurs not just because the global DL models are able to extract hydrologically relevant information from the donor watersheds but also because they are able to filter the watershed-specific errors. The presence of epistemic errors in the hydrological data of a watershed has implications for the PB model validation strategy as discussed in Beven (2019) and Gupta et al. (2023), and also for comparison between PB models and global DL models.
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